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is the fourth in a series of papers (cf. [ 1 I], [ 121, [IO]) in which the authors 
t to develop a natural, demonstrably consistent ~~e-jk~ @~&~tiu~ for 
mathematics, based on Frege’s ‘logical’ notion ot property or propositional 
jknction. The unde ng theory for our approach is based on Aczel’s idea of 
(N-standard) Frege Structure ([2], [3]). Frege structures themselves provide a 
foundation for (Bishop-style) constructive analysis if they are formulated with 
intuitionistic logic or for (Russian-style) recursive analysis if formulated with 
gic. However, they contain only a small part of classical mathematics. 
constructed a natural, demonstrably consistent extension of the theory 
of Frege Structures containing classical second-order arithmetic with full com- 
prehension. This extension was based on a comprehension principle for discrete 
classes. In the present paper we shall add rules asserting closure properties for the 
cokction of discrete classes. The resulting system extends (ZFC). Consistency is 
proved using the modei Dk, for k strongly inaccessible, constructed in [IO]. 
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In the statement of we have used the notation 
e will also write 
3x q(x) for 3 AX . 
e fo~~~w~~g two lemmas ask facts a . 
e notion 
). . . for classes. Also we will often 
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These ‘transfinite types’ include the finite t 
.AxB and [Ad?] 
by takingf =jlx. B. 
s singleton subsets ssesa 
A [b #a+@ = I]]}. 
The comprehetkn de is the inference rule 
be readily shown that the following rule is permissible in ( 
9A Vx E A @J(X) 
3f Vx E A [[e(x) & (jk) = 0] v [TV(X) & (fx) = I]] l 
definition by recursion, we obtain 
kiq_ 9tV. 
Together with this last result is su extends 
second-order arithmetic with full comprehension. &ails of the proof are 
contained in [ 121. 
Let 
(EFL) = (FL) + 
In [IO] and [12] we used a sligh+ly different notion of discreteness. The present 
version is at least as strong as the old one and is more convenient for some 
applications. The change does not affect the consistency proof. 
To strengthen (E ) we add a new p tithe constant -C intended to denote a 
well-ordering of the universe. The natural axioms for < are as follows 
are more or 
(say exkemim ~j) ( 
enx= (a, b) for some 
uch that ga =0 and 
=0 and b’y~(jia)(y# 
I . 
[IV+ {0}] is as big as the universe. 
everywhere defined, and the behaviour of tw tions outside a specific domain 
of interest may make them distinct, eve ey agree on the given domain. 
To avoid this prs km, we use a (very i gant) way to cut function spaces 
down to a manageable size: namely, one element from each 
equivalence class (modulo extensional equality o 
ucAhu+gu), 
cial case 
. The following is a permissible rule of (any extension of) (FL) + -c: 
%A ‘tia E A %(fa) 
%(II*Af) l 
All the components in the definition of * are propositions. LI 
extending (ZFC). 
e 
To get a formal system 
+ -C asserting that the 
An elementary argument shows that V = {x 1 x = x) is not discrete; i.e., the 
assumption 9V leads to an inconsistency. Though the entire universe is too 1 
we can build very strong, consistent systems by assuming that large parts of thi 
universe are discrete. In the next section we exploit this idea to get a system 
as strong as (ZFC). we add principles to (FL) + 
well-ordering of the universe has a discrete initial 
segment of strongiy inaccessible l ngth. 
Let K be a new primitive constant. Define 
w=AcL-$~~<a}, 
and 
Z?= [AI%A&d/%df [f:A-+ 
e additional axioms and rules are as follows: 
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5.6. 
(1) OItD(A, R) = %A Br Yxyz E A [CP[xRy] &-[xRx] & [[xRy] 
& [YW 3 WI1 4% MYI ” ix = Yl ” [Ywll; 
92) WORD(A,R)=ORD(A,R)&Wf:A-*{O,1}[3x~A[fx=0]~ 
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. The following is a ppnnissib~~ inference rusk of (EFL)*: 
9A WORD(A, R) . 
Assume 9A and WORD(A, R). Let 
and 
K(z) = 3a, 3/i :Az $& A, [~XY E AZ [[xRYIW&-G -c &Y)II 
h’:Azs Wm.& E AZ [[xR~lW’(x) -=h’(y)]]] 
*[[a’ = L [h’u = &I]]]. 
Since 9A, there is a function f such that, for all z E A, fz = 0 iff iOK( 
), if any z E A satisfies 10 R-n5nimal 
witnessing 
can define 
te 
X . 
and 
Lu = (h(Jtfju), G(ac$4)(at~u)). 
Evidently 
L:(cAf)-[ 1 . 
The conclusion of now follows by Lemma 5.9. 
The idea behind this interpretat& is to construct within (E )* the Boolean 
valued universe of 2-valued sets, where 2 is the discrett; set (0, 1). 
IJsing tied points choose R so that 
R, = [[;jk+,l. 
We will write 
R <a f c R8* and V=R,. 
@<a: 
The fouowing are derivable in ( 
(3) follows from (2) and (5.2). 
To interpret extensional equality between sets and the membership relation, we 
e double fixed point theorem to obtain 
[aEb]V=3cE = 
of (6.2). 0 
lies that all of classical logic is valid for 
( JGvg,..., v,) Qf set theory 
vx, u) 3 oy(x, v). 
Q For each sentence u of set theory, 
The consistency of (FL) is e 
consistency results have been obt 
inductive definition to con 
calculus. We will outline a 
starting point in our consis 
beamodelofthel 
.Aczelusesan 
= =llXy. (o,x,y), 
N =ilx. (1,x), 
w =Ax. (7,x). 
These objects have a certain independence property. For example, we never have 
[a’tr]=@c) and if [&b)=[c&d], then Q=C and b=d. We shall not 
formulate this property explicitly, but special cases will be used repeatedly in the 
consistency proofs. 
the above elements we will now define two subsets 3 and 9 of JL These 
st frxed points o simultaneous inductive definition. It 
1s convenient to wri to indicate that E 3 and 9% to indicate that 
The inductive operator can ohen be described by the following rules and 
$+=a] foraEA 
?!a = b] for Q, 
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(2) A map f :X+Y tween K-inductive sets is said to 
rves K-directed sups: 
fIVS)=Wf(x~I~~~) 
for all K-directed subsets S of X. 
) denote the category of K-inductive ts and continuous maps. 
closed. 
The fact hat we I need about 0, is that is isomorphic to its own 
function space. 
The next fict we need is that 0, is ~-continuous. wii describe this notion 
in topological terms, since this is the form in which it will be applied. 
7.6. Let P be a K-inductive poset. A subset U of P is open if the 
following two ckiitions are satisfied: 
(1) IfxEUandxay,thenyEU. 
(2) IfSisaK-ditectedsubsetofPandVSEU,thenSnU# 
One easily Fhows that these sets do form a topology on P. call this the Scott 
topology on P. 
Let P be an inductive poset. Then: 
(2) The intersectkm of fewer than k open sets is open. 
We call a topological space satisfying (1) and (2) above a K-space. 
. . Let P and Q be knductive pose& A map f: P-, Q is 
continuous in the order-theoretic sense if and only if it is continuous for the Scott 
t@pologies. 
It follows that the elements of [O, + DK] are exactly the continuous en- 
domorphisms of 0, in the Scott topology. 
topology, is an inject& K-space; 
is a 
to a continuous : Y + 
e main application we w e of t 
g (7.10) there is 
* witaesses th  
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isa te subs;pace of and there is a 
W(Q* f(a))* 
e element f # represera the conclusion of 
is istent. 
TO 
meta- 
the additional axioms 
-C b] if a < b in the well-ordering, 
choice in 
as above 
and 
< b] otherwise. 
The resulting model, which we still call Y’, clearly validates -c. 
+ -C is consistent. 
To build a model of (El%)*, we first observe that the arguments of [lo] sufke 
to obtain the following result. 
Given any set X, there is a K-continuou~ lattice 0, satisjjGng: 
(1) X is a dkete subspace of 0,. 
(2) As a K-inductive poset, 
DKxDc=[DK-*D,]=DK. 
can therefore regard K as a discrete subspace of 0,. ll-order 0, so that 
K with its standard ordering is an initial segment. gince K is strongly inaccessible, 
we easily validate and in Sp,. To validate we exploit the following 
result from [lo]. 
. Suppose A is a subset of 0, of cardinality less than K and for each 
a E A, B, is a discrete subspace of DK. Then EA Ba forms a discrete subspace of 
Dw 
* is consistent. 
e seriously the re 
classes, it is natura 
ge of combinatorial logic wi edescri 
r n, let 
, then Tis 
, s) a saturated model of 
is ly satisfiable, since 
we may ch c realizing 
ts of A are discrete. Since 
at is 
(a#) = f (0) for au is E x, 
asrequired. u 
. Does there exist a combiiatory algebra in finite 
sets are discrete? 
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